
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an outage manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for outage manager

Responsible for all phases of planning and execution on small projects as
defined by low potential risk, complexity, manpower requirements and/or
contract value
Plans, organizes, coordinates, and controls small projects in accordance with
the established policies, procedures, systems, and requirements
May function as seller-doer, developing client contacts and relationships,
preparing proposals, coordinating contract negotiations, , managing project
execution
Manage and direct large cross-functional development teams to address
issues and solve problems with a focus on outage communications
Plan, organize, and lead the execution of maintenance outages including
outages for regular maintenance
Manage outage event preparation ( Planned/Emergent/Upgrade ) from Start
to finish, including outage schedule development, TFA/Craft
labour/tooling/cost planning, customer management - pre/post outage
meetings, mobilization planning, JCE execution, and event close out
Pro-actively review all planned outages through production rigor, making sure
utilizing smart apps and digitized platforms fro all outages reviews
Maintain good relationships with customer by having periodic meetings to
discuss outage preparation and post outage reviews with Customer
Technical interface with Sale, engineering and Project Managers
Partner with Quality and process excellence teams to drive continuous
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Qualifications for outage manager

10+ years of on-site management experience with Power/Nuclear
Maintenance projects
Has basic knowledge of theories, practices and procedures in Power/Nuclear
Outages
Possess excellent, engaging, and persuasive communication/presentation
skills (oral & written)
Minimum 10 years of progressive relevant mechanical/electrical field
experience in power generation
Project manage onsite execution during assigned outages, ensuring
Fulfillment 5 goals and requirements are met at all times, manage on job cost
tracking, productivity, while managing execution risk/FMEA and any
NU/Service warranty
Support outage scoping, site condition checks, preliminary safety and risk
analysis to identify potential issues or obstacles


